Abstract-Active networks aim to provide a software framework that enables network applications to customize the processing of their communication packets. Security is of critical importance to the success of active networking. This paper presents a design and a description of the implementation for securing the node of an active network using active networking principles. The secure node architecture includes an active node operating system security API, an active security guardian, and quality of protection (QoP) provisions. The architecture supports highly customized and situational policies created by users and applications dynamically. It permits active nodes to satisfy the application-specific dynamic security and protection requirements. The secure node architecture can provide a fundamental base for securing the active network infrastructure. We describe the integration of secure node architecture into an active network software system to demonstrate its flexible and innovative features.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PURPOSE OF active networks is to provide a software framework that enables the customization of communication processing by network applications [1] . Applications encapsulate the methods used to manipulate the data, with or without the data itself, and inject these capsules into the network. Active routers install and execute these capsules dynamically, thereby facilitating fast protocol and service deployment. Securing the active network infrastructure against threats and exposures remains a major challenge in this paradigm.
Most current security research for active networks can be classified into two general categories. The first one deals with the more traditional notion of security. It includes authentication, access control, policies, and enforcement. Some examples include the protection of valuable information using encryption, and the provision of data integrity using signatures. Public key infrastructure (PKI), and key distribution and management problems fall in this category.
The second category is related to security associated with the mobile nature of the environment. Protection of nodes from mobile code originating in foreign domains [2] and protection of active packets or code from malicious hosts [3] fall in this category. Protection from mobile code is usually provided by using a type-safe, resource-limited, functional programming language with dynamic type verification. Mobile code can install protocols at nodes securely by using the extensibility features provided by the language. There is little research on dynamic, flexible, and application-specific security features that exploit the available active, dynamic functionality provided by active networking. Like traditional networks, active networks rely heavily on the underlying operating system for network security. Secure operating systems provide a solid foundation for application-level security services [4] . The increases in networking and distributed mobile computing make the security support of operating systems even more crucial. Current active network operating systems do not have explicit security support [5] . Applications cannot flexibly specify and enforce security and protection requirements using active network principles. In addition, although a wide range of policy types [6] and mechanisms [7] have been proposed, underlying operating systems implement only a static subset of these policies and mechanisms. Applications that require the use of sophisticated or customized policies have to make do with fewer or weaker security guarantees. The overhead associated with adding new policies and mechanisms can also be prohibitive. The inflexibility of the systems makes security policy and service customization complex and often leads to security holes. This paper discusses the design and implementation for securing the node of an active network using active networking principles. The secure node architecture is integrated into the operating system of an active node for the purpose of securing active network infrastructure and supporting customized security services and dynamic policies created by active applications. The architecture includes
• an active node operating system (NodeOS) security API;
• an active security guardian;
• quality of protection (QoP) provisions. The architecture supports highly customized and situational policies created by users and applications dynamically. It permits active nodes to satisfy the application-specific dynamic security and protection requirements. The secure node architecture can provide a fundamental base for securing the active network infrastructure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the architecture of a secure active node. Sections III and IV describe the implementation of the architecture in detail. They include a description of the support of quality of protection in active networks and the novel access control framework based on active networking principles. Section V describes the integration of the secure node architecture with a current active network software system and presents some innovative applications. Section VI discusses the related work and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SECURING THE NODE
In this section, we provide a general overview of the secure node architecture. First we discuss the threat model for active networks, and the security requirements of the proposed secure node architecture based on the threat model. We then present the secure node architecture, followed by a detailed description of its main components.
A. The Threat Model
Active networks, like traditional computer systems and network infrastructures, are prone to different kinds of security threats. These threats include malicious, well-planned, intelligent information warfare, where attackers can use available advanced technology to mount attacks. Generally speaking, the threats can be classified into the following:
• Corruption of Information: Unauthorized or malicious alteration of data while in-transit between domains or subnets, replay of protocol packets, injection of spurious information using spoofed identities, etc.
• Disclosure of Information: Dissemination of information to anyone who is not authorized to access that information.
• Theft of Service: Unauthorized use of network or domain services without degrading the service to other users.
• Denial of Service: Intentional degradation or blocking of internetwork communication links or channels.
• Repudiation: A party involved in the communication denies its involvement.
• Masquerade: An imposter pretends to be an authorized entity for the purpose of gaining entry to the system or access to restricted resources or confidential data. This can include unauthorized access to the computer system kernel.
• Corruption of Code and Configuration: Corrupted or damaging software components are loaded into the system as part of an update or a reconfiguration process. The secure node architecture should provide a complete set of security services that will support authentication, confidentiality, integrity, access control, verification of loadable modules and protection from attacks. Further, the architecture should provide methods and techniques that can be used to prevent or lessen the impact of the above threats. Authentication, digital signatures, and encryption can be used to prevent corruption of information and code. Authorization and access control schemes can provide protection against disclosure of information, theft of service and unauthorized access. Public key cryptography can help in preventing repudiation and masquerading. These security services should be dynamically adaptable to different environments and devices. Certificates, code signing, and sandboxes can protect against malicious code. The architecture should provide a basis from which to prevent denial of service attacks, although it is not intended to be a mechanism that specifically focuses on the prevention of denial of service attacks. The support for all of these requirements should rest on the security support of operating systems.
Active networks infrastructure provides a wide range of customizable network services to active packets. The secure node architecture should support various flexible security services for different application requirements. Different security services must be employed to ensure that information is accessible only to authorized principals and to allow developers to select appropriate services and mechanisms without affecting existing applications. The architecture should support application scenarios that require the utilization of different customized security services and protection requirements.
B. Architecture Overview
The software on an active router consists of three distinct, functionally separate layers: the active application (AA), the execution environment (EE), and the active node operating system (NodeOS). The NodeOS is similar to the kernel of a traditional operating system. On an active network router, the NodeOS component also performs resource allocation and management. Typical resources include shared memory, communication channels, and routing tables. The EE runs on a NodeOS and provides an interpreter for active capsule code. An EE behaves like a user shell that has access to and can manipulate routing tables and packets. The EE provides an interface for accessing the NodeOS resources. Applications create capsules that include both the code to run on the EEs and communication data. The active network installs and executes the capsule code dynamically on the routers that the active capsule passes through.
The architecture of a secure node of an active network is based on the security requirements described in the previous section. As shown in Fig. 1 , the key components are the security API and the security guardian. The API supports authentication, authorization, integrity and access control to EEs and active applications. It is implemented by a security library. In order to support flexible, distributed, dynamic security policies, applications or policy administrators use a customized piece of code that encodes the type of access control policy and other constraints used in the access control decision making process. This code fragment is called the active capability (AC) [8] . Essentially an AC is an executable code that concisely represents dynamic security policies and mechanisms. The security guardian evaluates ACs in a secure sandbox environment, and enforces the security requirements of AC evaluation results. It obtains ACs securely through the support of the AC communication protocol. In order to support application-specific security and protection requirements, the secure node architecture provides quality of protection provisions for customized security services. We will next describe each component in detail.
C. The NodeOS Security API
The current NodeOS API [9] focuses on fast network packet forwarding and fine-grained quality of service. It mainly provides an interface for resource management. It does not have explicit security support. As a first step in the building of a secure node, we define a NodeOS security API. The NodeOS security API exports security services, such as authentication, authorization and integrity to EEs and active applications. The API is defined to be as generic as possible in order to accommodate a wide variety of implementations.
A standard generic security API promotes easy, widespread development and use of secure applications [10] . It allows combinations of cryptographic securities that support a range of protection requirements. An API with different protection levels provides a balance between the need for secure international software applications utilizing cryptography, and law enforcement or national security interests. It enables flexible, low-cost methods of cryptographically protecting sensitive information.
An API that places a heavy burden on its users will not be popular. It should satisfy the needs of both simple and sophisticated applications, and it should be easy to use. We advocate a NodeOS security API that is generic and compatible with available security API standards.
The NodeOS security API combines several related highlevel APIs that are currently available in the research community to support authentication, authorization, integrity, and access control. A security library implements the NodeOS security API. The API supports end-to-end security, hop-to-hop security, and the security for application-specific active network protocols including routing protocols.
The NodeOS security API has three major components as shown in Fig. 2 -the authentication API, the authorization API, and the security services API.
• The authentication API authenticates EEs, AAs, or users.
It is based on the Pluggable Authentication Module API (PAM API) [11] . As shown in Fig. 2 , a possible implementation of the authentication API uses the X.509 public key infrastructure (PKIX). RFC 2510, the Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate Management Protocol, provides a detailed description of the security functions supported by PKIX [12] .
• The authorization API helps protect NodeOS resources. It is based on the Generic Authorization and Access Control API (GAA API) [13] . The security guardian in Fig. 2 supports access control policy evaluation and enforcement. The security guardian's functionality is similar to that of a traditional reference monitor or to the role of the checking software that is invoked when a user process requests a supervisor privilege in a traditional operating system like UNIX. All accesses to node resources must go through the security guardian. One possible implementation of an access control mechanism is the active capability described in Section IV in detail.
• The security services API provides security services such as encryption, digital signatures and protection requirements. The security services API is based on the Generic Security Service API (GSS API) [14] and is extended to support quality of protection. Our focus is on exporting core and essential security functionality to the EEs and active applications while securing the active network infrastructure. Thus, the EEs, the active applications, and the NodeOS itself can use this API for security services, for example, to support hop-hop authentication and security. The implementation of the API must be secure if key management and principal identification are to be secure and thus we locate the implementation of the API within the NodeOS and below the security guardian to take advantage of any hardware protection available to the NodeOS implementation.
The NodeOS Security API we have described is comprehensive, but not exhaustive. It can be extended easily for future security enhancements. For example, it can be extended to include the IDUP-GSS-API later, if necessary. The IDUP-GSS-API, Independent Data Unit Protection Generic Security Service API, is similar to GSS API, but is designed specifically for independent data unit protection [15] . It extends the GSS API for applications requiring protection of a generic data unit (such as a file or message). The protection of one data unit is independent of the protection of any other data unit and independent of any concurrent contact with designated receivers of the data unit.
D. Quality Of Protection
By using the NodeOS security API, the security guardian, and active networking features, it is feasible to support quality of protection provisions to active applications. Similar to QoS, QoP provisions support customized, flexible security and protection requirements of applications. For example, applications can specify security and protection requirements based on routing paths.
To provide quality of protection, the NodeOS API needs to be enhanced with different security and protection options. These options are supported by the underlying security library implementation in the NodeOS. In addition, they are based on security and protection features with certain characteristics. Some sample QoP characteristics include the following:
• Key length of security algorithms.
• Robustness or strength of security algorithms.
• Security mechanisms for authentication and privacy.
• Trust values for developers/vendors of security implementations: One may have greater trust of the security algorithms implemented by reputable vendors.
• Assurance level of a router NodeOS: The orange book defines the assurance class for an operating system as D, C1, C2, B1, B2, B3, or A1 [16] . A router NodeOS with higher assurance class is more trustworthy.
• Geographical location of routers: One country may not trust the protection provided by the routers in unfriendly countries. Active capabilities are used to specify, control and manage QoP. A trusted party creates ACs when requested by applications. More details are presented in Section IV.
With a NodeOS Security API, a security guardian, and quality of protection (QoP) provisions, the secure node can provide active security features to applications. Applications of active security include a security-customized routing path specified by an application and stronger protection under intrusion. For quality of service applications, both time constraints and security features are important. QoP provisions allow dynamic reconfigurations and tradeoffs between security protection and satisfaction of the QoS constraints. The protection may be provided on per-service, per-flow, or per-capsule basis to optimize performance overhead, based on application needs.
E. Discussion
An execution environment can also implement security requirements within itself [17] . It can set up security policies for active applications running inside it. While this paper does not focus on EE security, the same design principles discussed in this paper can be applied to EE security.
The use of the secure node architecture cannot provide all security assurance. For example, the architecture cannot handle the prevention of unintentional leakage of sensitive information. In [18] , we use a type system to analyze secure information flow. The secure information flow properly restricts the propagation of sensitive cryptographic data beyond the security API to untrusted environments. The analysis demonstrates that the type system can ensure secure flow enforcement and therefore provide additional security assurance when combined with the NodeOS security API.
III. SUPPORT OF CUSTOMIZED SECURITY SERVICES
In this section and the next section, we present an in-depth description of our NodeOS security API implementation in the Java language. This section discusses the implementation of the security services API and the authentication API, and the next section discusses the active capability based access control and the authorization API. During the discussion of the implementation of security services in this section, we describe our novel approach to the support of quality of protection.
A. Overview of the GSS API
The GSS API provides generic security services to application programmers through uniform interfaces atop various underlying cryptographic mechanisms. An application user of GSS API can authenticate a principal identity, delegate rights to a peer, and apply confidentiality and integrity services on a per-message basis.
There are two major GSS API operations. The first operation is to establish a security context between communication peers through peer entity authentication. During this procedure, a context initiator can delegate some of its rights to an acceptor, and then the acceptor can initiate more security contexts on behalf of the initiating caller. The second operation is on a per-message basis. It may include confidentiality, integrity and data origin authentication, depending on the application-specific security requirements.
There is little support for quality of protection in the standard GSS API. Although a wide range of security algorithms and mechanisms are available, different GSS API security mechanisms mention little about support for QoP [19] - [21] . These implementation mechanisms expect that most applications would just use the default, static protection settings. If application users want to use different protection settings for their applications, they have to understand the different security mechanisms and these mechanisms' detailed implementation, and develop their own nonportable constructs. This is a forbidding task for most users who are not security experts. Therefore most applications have to make do with fewer or weaker security and protection guarantees. Even for those users who are willing to develop their own protection features, the overhead associated with adding new mechanisms and protections can be prohibitive. The inflexibility of these systems also makes security service customization complex and often leads to security holes.
In order to support dynamically customized security services, we extend the standard GSS API. We call the extended API the Seraphim GSS API (SGSS API) [22] . The new interfaces can take a QoP level as an input parameter. The communication peers can establish different security contexts with varying protection features based on application needs.
B. Implementation Outline
In our implementation, we use the IAIK-JCE package [23] as the security provider and IBM's Snacc4Java package [24] to compile ASN.1 specifications into Java code. Snacc4Java, as a Java stub compiler for ASN.1 specifications, reads ASN.1 specifications and generates a Java class per ASN.1 type definition. The generated Java stub classes can be used to access, decode, and encode data according to various ASN.1 encoding rules. Our ASN.1 token specifications are similar to those of SESAME V5 GSS API mechanism [21] , except that we replace the naming management and credential management with a local file system [22] . Our credentials are X.509v3 certificates with RSA keys [12] , [25] . The subject name of the X.509v3 certificate is the user name, and the V3 extension field of the subject alternative name acts as the role name. The role information is needed by the Role Based Access Control policy described in Section IV. The quality of protection prototype is presented next.
C. Quality of Protection Prototype
The robustness of a security configuration may involve the strength of several algorithms. Just as a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, a configuration is only as good as its weakest algorithm. A poor configuration of security algorithms may not provide the expected security features and performance requirements.
The security effect caused by key length is not very hard to evaluate. For example, the Rijndael algorithm, the proposed Ad The effect of key length is clearly reflected in the speed of key crackers. In the late 1990s, specialized "DES Cracker" machines were built to recover DES keys. It could recover a DES key after a few hours by trying all possible key values. In this way, the hardware could determine which key was used to encrypt a message.
A 128-bit key is much more resistant to key crackers. Even if we assume one could build a machine that could recover a DES key in a second (i.e., try keys per second), then it would still take that machine approximately 149 thousandbillion (149 trillion) years to crack a 128-bit AES key. To put that into perspective, the universe is believed to be less than 20 billion years old.
However it is not very easy to evaluate the robustness or strength of security algorithms, even for security experts [26] . The evaluation usually uses a qualitative, not quantitative, approach. The most important evaluation criteria are the following:
• Security: This is the most important factor.
• Software and hardware performance.
• Suitability in restricted-space environments, such as in mobile devices.
• Resistance to power analysis and other implementation attacks: This is related to the analysis of the execution of the algorithm implementation.
• Intellectual property.
• Others: versatility, flexibility, potential for instructionlevel parallelism, etc. Following the similar security API design guidelines described in Section II-C, we advocate an API that provides appropriate security and protection configurations for application developers to use easily. We implement various quality of protection levels so that application developers do not need to deal with the complex configuration problem. The application developers can simply select a protection level for the proper quality of protection features. Our initial prototype implementation supports the following protection levels:
• Level 0: This is the basic level. There is no security support. The security context initiator does not require a reply back from the acceptor.
• Level 1: The only difference with Level 0 is that the security context initiator requires a reply back from the acceptor for mutual authentication. 1 • Level 2: The initiator generates a 64-bit DES session key. 2 This key is signed by the initiator's 512-bit RSA private key using MD5/RSA and encrypted by the acceptor's 512-bit RSA public key. Mutual authentication is required. Message integrity checking uses the MD5 algorithm with the session key. There is no encryption for the message data.
• Level 3: The initiator generates a 64-bit DES session key. This key is signed by the initiator's 512-bit RSA private key using MD5/RSA and encrypted by the acceptor's 512-bit RSA public key. Mutual authentication is required. Message integrity checking uses the MD5 algorithm with the session key, and the encryption for the message data uses the 64-bit DES key. • Level 4: The initiator generates a 128-bit IDEA session key. This key is signed by the initiator's 1024-bit RSA private key using MD5/RSA and encrypted by the acceptor's 1024-bit RSA public key. Mutual authentication is required. Message integrity checking uses the SHA algorithm 3 with the session key, and the encryption for the message data uses the 128-bit IDEA key.
• Levels 5, 6, 7, and 8: They are similar to Level 4 except that they use different session keys, and possible different public keys and signing algorithms (Table I ).
• Default: The default case is Level 3. All encryptions are done in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode. The Initialization Vector (IV) is generated by the initiator and passed with the session key to the acceptor. The difference between Rijndael and Rijndael-256 is that Rijndael is a 128-bit block cipher while Rijndael-256 is a 256-bit block cipher.
Although the prototype implementation defines the protection levels based mainly on specific algorithms with various key lengths, the quality of protection provisions in our architecture are actually multiple dimensional, as discussed in Section II-D. Generally the provisions and protection levels are described qualitatively, not quantitatively, and can be independent of the choice of specific algorithms.
All accesses to the quality of protection features, as well as other security services and interfaces, are controlled by the active capability based access control, which is described in Section IV. The NodeOS lets only properly authorized applications use its security API and services.
D. Support of the PAM API
We use the authentication component of the Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS) 1.0 package for authentication services. The JAAS authentication component is based on the PAM API that has authentication, account, session and password managements. It supports different authentication mechanisms and system administrators can dynamically configure the mechanisms on per-application basis. For example, a console login application can use UNIX password authentication while a telnet application can use the Kerberos mechanism (Fig. 3) .
JAAS authentication also supports the integration of multiple authentication services with stacking [27] . An application can be configured to invoke multiple mechanisms in a specified order. For example, as shown in Fig. 3 , the authentication service for a login application can be stacked, and users are authenticated by Kerberos, UNIX, and RSA mechanisms respectively by typing one password.
IV. ACTIVE ACCESS CONTROL
In this section we describe our implementation of access control in active networks using active network principles. The implementation allows applications to create a customized piece of code that encodes the type of access control policy and other constraints used in the access control decision making process. This code fragment is called the active capability (AC) [8] . A security guardian is implemented in the NodeOS to evaluate and enforce ACs. Applications can use ACs to encapsulate credentials and encode situational policies that are authenticated by a trusted policy server to add, alter, or revoke existing access control rules and mechanisms dynamically. Applications write active network code that uses these credentials and policies to inject customized security into the routers. Thus, applications may choose an access control policy and enforce this policy on their active network code. The implementation can provide consistent security policy guarantees and platform independent enforcement of security policies across all active routers.
A. Active Capability
Active capabilities [8] are used to support flexible distributed dynamic security policies and services control, based on the similar active principles employed by active networks. Conceptually, an active capability is a piece of unforgeable code that encodes a critical, application-specific part of the decision making code used in access control. Unlike a traditional capability, which is merely a static authorization credential that encodes the principal and the permissions associated with the prin- cipal, an active capability is actually an executable Java bytecode in our implementation. Essentially an AC is an executable Java code which concisely represents dynamic security policies and mechanisms. In addition, an active capability is protected by digital signatures, and can reside in user space and be freely passed around.
By using an active capability, various situational policies that depend on system attributes can be encoded. For instance, by writing a piece of code that checks the current system time and compares it with a value stored in the active capability one can introduce a policy that expires after a certain time deadline. Similarly, various enforcement and revocation schemes based on other attributes like quota, history, and information content can be implemented. These schemes are very useful in an open internetworking environment with diverse application requirements. An application can use quota-based revocation to limit the amount of system resources a client can consume. This is useful for countering denial of service attacks.
An active capability could carry all policy decision information in its code. This heavy way of implementation is not elegant and efficient. A better way is to have a generic policy framework to support various policy types, on which ACs could rely for context. An application presents an active capability along with its regular data or protocol capsules to the active router's security guardian at execution time. The access control policy type and user credentials are extracted from the active capability. The remote router's security guardian recreates the context of the policy type within its policy framework. If at any point during this process, the policy framework of the security guardian discovers that it does not have an implementation for a particular type of the policy, it securely downloads the code dynamically into the framework, using the underlying active network. It then instantiates the run-time parameters associated with the application in its sandbox-like environment and executes the active capability in this environment. Based on the result of the evaluation of this active capability, the access control decision is enforced.
The principal of the active capability, which can be a user, a role, or other principal, must be authenticated by a trusted authority. The trusted authority also acts as the policy server in our system. This entity is responsible for generating and keeping track of the active capabilities. Each protection domain maintains one or more policy servers. The detailed policy administration is presented in Section IV-D.
B. Policy Framework
In order to support ACs and provide users more flexibility in terms of policy specification, we have implemented an objectoriented policy representation framework in Java. This allows users and commercial organizations to specify policies tailored to their specific operational needs. The framework itself is a hierarchy of classes as shown in Fig. 4 .
The framework is dynamically configurable and extensible. The classes at the bottom of the framework are mostly abstract and are mainly used to represent mathematical concepts such as sets and mappings. These classes form the basis for a hierarchy of successively more and more specialized classes, representing concepts such as labels and access control lists. Finally, at the top of the framework are classes which can be used to represent a variety of generic policy forms.
The policy framework supports the following common types of access control policy: Mandatory (MAC), Discretionary (DAC), Double Discretionary (DDAC), and Role Based (RBAC) [6] . More application-specific access control policy systems can be easily extended from this object-oriented framework [28] . In our policy model, we can not only specify the traditional access control triple, but also include a resource limit on the usage, situational decision rules, constraints and dependences, e.g., based on current time of day or current role of the principal.
The framework also lets users specify pre-conditions and post-conditions. Pre-conditions allow necessary security checks to be performed before the actions take place, and post-conditions can be used to maintain state and perform additional checks after the action has been completed and when more information becomes available. All these checkings are enforced by the security guardian. An administrator GUI is provided as a front end to the policy framework.
The policy used mainly for dynamic access control in this paper is Role Based Access Control (RBAC) policy, which is the most flexible type of access control policies [6] . An RBAC policy, as the name suggests, uses the concept of a role as its basis for representing permissions [6] . It is extremely intuitive to use and maps easily to real-world situations, and is a form of access control that emerges in the context of security policies for organizations. A role is chiefly a semantic construct that forms the basis for an access control policy. Roles are created according to the job functions performed in an organization. Permissions are granted to the roles, and then users are assigned to the roles on the basis of the users' specific job responsibilities and qualifications. 
C. The Security Guardian
The purpose of the security guardian in the architecture is to support AC evaluation and enforcement. All accesses to node resources must go through the security guardian. The signature of the active capability is verified by the security guardian using the security library services.
The security guardian's functionality is similar to that of a traditional reference monitor, but with several major differences. In traditional systems, a reference monitor is interposed between the subjects and objects to control subjects' access to objects based on access authorizations. The traditional reference monitor is passive. There is no need to execute and evaluate an operation request message. The traditional passive reference monitor is simply an enforcement engine, and its power and functionality are limited [29] .
With the use of ACs, the security guardian is no longer passive. To be active, first it requires an evaluation engine to evaluate ACs in a secure sandbox. In addition to a simple yes or no, the evaluation results of ACs may be complicated. For example, an AC may specify a particular quality of protection level for a particular region or country. To carry out the intended security operations specified by ACs, an enforcement engine is included in the security guardian. The enforcement engine interacts with other NodeOS components to faithfully enforce the security operations, using the security API and security library services. Therefore, the enforcement engine can initiate security actions based on the ACs requirements. Some application examples are presented in Section V. Fig. 5 shows the interactions of the various components of the policy administration mechanism. The policy framework itself is a part of both the domain policy administrator and the security guardian. In our approach, active capabilities distribute access control information including security policies within an active network. Security provisions are componentized so that complex policies and controls may be dynamically downloaded component by component. Active capabilities encapsulate security code, such as a security policy or an access control decision. Policy servers operate as a communication front-end for distributing executable security policies in the form of ACs. An AC may either provide all the code for a security policy or access control, or it may specify a policy server from which to retrieve code. A security guardian is used to intercept application and active network capsule code resource requests. The security guardian applies the appropriate security access controls to resource requests. As the access controls are applied, the security code in an AC may request further policies that must be downloaded from a policy server.
D. Policy Administration
The policy administrator and the policy server are trusted entities. In this architecture, they perform the role of a trusted third party. The security guardians are also trusted entities and execute in trusted kernel space. We use active capabilities to distribute policy descriptions. In addition, the ACs also manage the policies and security requirements. The policy framework can be securely downloaded component by component from the repository into the security guardians. This is done by using a secure communication channel. The framework uses the policy server to accept AC requests from either the security guardian or applications, and to provide the requested customized AC. Usually, one or more policy servers are associated with each protection domain. Application programs or security guardians contact their nearest or least-loaded server and obtain the active capability dynamically. If the necessary AC is not put into the active packet by applications, the security guardian of the first router of a protection domain needs to obtain the AC from a policy server. For performance purposes, the security guardian can put the obtained AC into the active packet so that there is no need to request the AC dynamically at each router of the domain.
In order to improve the AC evaluation efficiency, the security guardian uses a cache to store the ACs, or even the results of AC evaluations. Depending on the freshness and the type of the AC, a request may be satisfied by a simple cache lookup instead of an expensive AC evaluation. On the other hand, for some types of capabilities, the security guardian can always download the latest capability from the policy server. Caches are purged periodically to maintain their freshness. Further research is required to improve the efficiency and optimization of the cache consistency protocol used in the architecture.
Another important attribute of this architecture is the ability of the trusted authority to revoke a capability at any point in time. The trusted authority can send a "purge cache" message to the relevant security guardians and install a new capability at run time. Alternately, the application can present a properly signed new capability during run-time with a newer version number which invalidates the existing capability.
E. Support of the GAA API
Our active capability based authorization architecture supports the GAA API. The implementation provides all three functions required by the GAA API [13] : a function to obtain security policy information associated with an object, a function to discover a particular user's rights on an object, and a function to indicate whether a requested operation or set of operations is authorized, or if additional checks are required.
All accesses to the quality of protection features presented in Section III, as well as other security services and interfaces, are controlled by the active capability based RBAC policies, and the security guardian. The NodeOS lets only properly authorized applications use its security API and services.
F. Low-Level Code Safety
The evaluation engine of the security guardian relies on the Java language for low-level code safety. The minimum requirements for low-level code safety are control flow safety, memory safety, and stack safety [30] . Currently we use the Java bytecode verifier [31] for low-level code safety. Before loading a class, the verifier performs data-flow analysis on the class code to verify that it is type safe and that all control-flow instructions jump to valid locations.
There are several other approaches for low-level code safety. The PLAN project [7] uses programming language techniques to address the code safety problem. Capsules are written using a strongly typed, resource limited language, and dynamic code extensions are secured by using type safety and other mechanisms. Another approach is Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) [32] . Besides regular program code, PCC carries a proof that the program satisfies certain properties. The proof is verified before the execution of the code. The generation of a proof may be complex and time consuming, while its verification should be simple and efficient. Software fault isolation (SFI) [33] provides another alternative for low-level code safety. It uses special code transformations and bit masks to ensure that memory operations and jumps access only the correct memory ranges.
In summary, there are a variety of different mechanisms and protocols proposed. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Ultimately the application must be given the choice to pick the mechanism that is most suitable for its purpose. The secure node architecture is generic enough to allow all these mechanisms to coexist.
V. APPLICATIONS
This section describes the integration of our secure node architecture with the ANTS version 1.2 (simply ANTS later in this paper) [34] . The original ANTS was written before the active architecture was proposed, and did not reflect the layered architecture of EE and NodeOS. We split the original ANTS class into distinct NodeOS and EE classes and added our active security architecture between the EE and the NodeOS. We call the new system SAINTS (Secure Active Interoperable Network Toolkit System) [35] . First we present the overview of the integration. Then we describe how to use the SAINTS testbed. Finally we demonstrate several application examples using the testbed to showcase the dynamic flexible security services and policies.
A. Overview
The major components of the general integration architecture and their interactions in the context of the active network architecture are shown in Fig. 6 [22] . The key component of our architecture is the NodeOS which supports dynamic security. Every NodeOS has a security guardian, by which all accesses to the node resources have to be checked. The policy framework to support the AC is a component of the security guardian. As described in Section IV, the policy framework itself is reconfigurable and can be downloaded dynamically and securely when required. Applications or administrators use the interface provided by the policy framework to create a customized AC that encodes the type of access control policy and other constraints used in access control decision making.
A security proxy component was added as a temporary module in our design. Presently, the active network community is still working on the specifications of a standardized NodeOS interface [9] . In order to provide interoperability between an application written for any EE and the security guardian, we need an entity that intercepts the requests to NodeOS resources and redirects them to the security guardian. At this point the EEs direct their requests for NodeOS resources to the security proxy which sits on top of the NodeOS. The proxy acts as a wrapper to the NodeOS API and redirects access requests to the security guardian. The security guardian evaluates the request and passes the result on to the proxy. Depending on the result the proxy either forward the request to the NodeOS or returns it to the EE with a denial notification. 
B. Experimental Testbed
The access control and the policy administration have been discussed in Section IV. In order to use the testbed, the policy server first has to be initialized. The policy server is the trusted third party for the testbed. It acts as a front end to the policy framework classes and allows applications to create active capabilities. Currently we do not provide support for dynamic policy negotiation but multiple security domains are allowed to exist. When the policy server is started, it also starts the policy administrator. The policy administrator starts a GUI which allows users or system administrators to create and define policy-specific attributes and generate active capabilities. Users of the system administrator can choose any policy type among DAC, DDAC, MAC, and RBAC. In our applications, we mainly use RBAC. The RBAC GUI supports rich functionality and allows the administrator to create role definitions and to associate users and permissions with the role dynamically.
As a part of the testing and development phase, we developed several interesting, yet conceptually simple, applications on the testbed to demonstrate the significant advantages of the architecture. These include the Gnipper application, secure multicast applications and dynamic quality of protection features. The Gnipper application demonstrates the creation of dynamically growing protection domains using vaccines. The multicast experiments showcase the use of our framework as an alternate approach to tackling the key-distribution and revocation problems associated with secure multicast applications. The dynamic quality of protection features show that active networks provide a good platform for customized security services.
C. Gnipper
The Gnipper experiment demonstrates the creation of dynamic protection domains or enclaves. This is best explained with the help of an example presented below (Fig. 7) .
In our example, User U at Node A is trying to discover the network topology and sends out a Ping capsule with a destination address of Node D. Ping packets may be unwelcome because they may be used in a denial of service attack or because of privacy. If we decide that Node D should be secure from Ping requests from User U at Node A, then we create a Gnipper vaccine and install it at the security guardian of Node D. The vaccine, an anti-Ping AC, will disable the ability of User U at Node A to ping Node D. When the Ping capsule from User U arrives at Node D, Node D drops the capsule and propagates the vaccine to the previous node, Node C. Now Node C is vaccinated.
When User U sends another Ping capsule to Node D, the capsule will be dropped at Node C and the vaccine will be installed at Node B. So the vaccine dynamically moves one hop at a time toward the source of the Ping, in response to Ping requests for the original sender. It is important to note here that the vaccine is reversible and the system administrator or trusted authority can send another active capability and install it on Node D dynamically, purge the caches on Node B and Node C, and allow a Ping from User U at Node A to reach Node D. Then the normal execution of the Ping is resumed.
The exact node which drops the Ping request changes dynamically depending on the number of Pings generated by the source and the pinging routes. For example, although Node E and Node F can also be used for Ping, the vaccine is not installed on those nodes because they were not used in the previous Ping attempt from Node A. By selectively broadcasting the vaccine on the frequently used routes between Node A and Node D, we have succeeded in building a dynamically growing firewall around Node D, and also reducing the traffic and moving the denial of service attack away from the intended victim.
Although our prototype implementation was not built for performance, we did make preliminary performance measurements (refer to [8] , [22] for more performance measurements). The average overhead for an application running on a Sun SparcStation 10 machine to create a vaccine and install it at another Sun SparcStation 10 machine on the same 100 Mb/s local Ethernet LAN was measured as 77 ms. Without creation, the average time to send a vaccine and install it under the same setup took 34 ms.
This experiment can be extended to build agile and dynamic firewalls that can react to attacks at runtime. When an active node or trusted agent detects attempted attacks, it can send out an active capability carrying a "warning" message with the appropriate vaccine, with which to build a dynamic line of defense against outside attacks or to raise the level of security within the domain. Similarly, a firewall can be built dynamically around a compromised node to isolate the victim. When the threat is gone the active node or the trusted agent can send out another active capability to resume normal operation. This can be used as a very powerful security tool in conjunction with intrusion detection and countermeasure systems.
D. Dynamic Secure Multicast
Here we describe several dynamic multicast applications [36] . The purpose is to showcase the benefits of using the ACs with RBAC policy class implementation and demonstrate the creation of dynamic multicast groups in active networks. In addition, we also demonstrate a range of different policy specifications using active capabilities.
Flexible and reliable multicasts in active networks can be achieved with much less overhead than in traditional networks, by using the available active features of active nodes. In order to add dynamic security features to multicasts in active networks, our implementation uses active capabilities that grant and revoke access to the sensitive multicast data to the users in the multicast group. When a user decides to join, the trusted agent installs a capability that gives the user the privilege to receive the multicast data, on the user's local node. The trusted agent may delegate this responsibility to the multicast source node or intermediate active routers. When the user leaves the group, the active capability for the user on the local node is revoked by the trusted agent. By doing that, we do not need to change any shared secret among the subscribers, and can reduce the large session key distribution overhead. Therefore our experimental scheme has a very low overhead to add dynamic security features to multicasts in active networks.
Using our multicast application in SAINTS, we devised two different experimental scenarios. In the first experiment or "Pay-Per-View," any user that wishes to receive a sequence of special multicast packets contacts the trusted agent and obtains an active capability that has a resource limit built into it. This capability is then installed in the security guardian. Every time a special packet is delivered to the node, the resource limit is decremented by one. When the resource limit reaches zero, the active capability expires and the user can no longer receive the special multicast data traffic. If the user wishes to receive more, then the user "pays" and gets the another active capability with an appropriate resource limit.
The actual implementation was done using Role Based Access Control (RBAC) policy. Users were assigned a default role (Regular role), that did not let them receive any of the special multicast data packets. Once they "paid", their role was replaced by a Special role that gave them the access rights for certain number of special multicast data packets. When the resource limit reached zero, the Special role was revoked and the default Regular role was resumed. A simple extension of this example is selective blocking. The sender can revoke the roles of selected nodes and implement dynamically changing selective blocking for different domains.
The second demo used time-stamped active capabilities to control the access control decision. This experiment, or "Sneakpreview" allows any user in the multicast group to get some fixed time period (for example, two minutes) worth of free multicast data. Active capabilities are obtained and installed in the same way as in the first experiment. Once installed, the active capability keeps track of the local time and expires after two minutes have passed. The users may choose to receive any two minute period of the multicast traffic, all at once or in parts at any time. When the two minutes are used up, the active capability expires and user cannot receive multicast data anymore.
Both the "Pay-Per-View" and "Sneak-preview" experiments dramatically reduce the amount of state maintained by the server, compared to the state maintained by existing secure multicast mechanisms in traditional networks, by using the available active networking features and active capabilities. And by eliminating the need for using or changing session keys, these experiments distribute the server processing load among all the participating active routers and allow asynchronous, client-side initiated joining and leaving.
A possible extension of our application is secure emergency multicasts. Emergency notification of events like a storm warning must be secure to be effective. A "Geo-casting" scheme could be used to alert or warn subscribers about natural disasters like tornadoes passing through a geographic region. A multicast group is formed using dynamic join and leave, based on the geographic information. As the tornado moves, the multicast group can move along with it by adding and removing appropriate receivers in real time, using the efficient join and leave. Active multicast data capsules can be sent to meteorological "subscribers" in a larger area, or to mobile users to warn that they are entering a danger area.
E. Quality of Protection Features
Active applications can take advantage of the NodeOS quality of protection provisions for customized security services. Applications can use different quality of protection levels dynamically under different situations. The value of the QoP level can be dynamically decided at each router using the situational policies in ACs.
The procedure to decide the QoP level is application-specific. The AC can carry the QoP information to control the security configurations for users. The performance study for the QoP features described in [22] , [37] demonstrates clearly that customized security services can be integrated into the current active architectures to provide application-specific security requirements and policies.
VI. RELATED WORK
This section describes the related research in different areas, discusses their limitations, and compares them to the research presented in this paper.
A. Policy Management
Little research has been done in security policy management. In traditional systems, security policy defines access control that is enforced by security engines, such as reference monitors in traditional operating systems and firewalls in networks. Individual policies can be defined at each enforcement point and managed separately or centrally. For example, each firewall in a company can be either configured individually to establish a set of rules defined by policy, or managed by a centralized policy administrator. The policy changes are expected to occur infrequently in traditional systems. More recently, Bhatt et al. [38] used self-managed and self-organized mechanisms for automating network management. Naccio [39] provided a high-level approach for safety policy expression and enforcement, which is implemented to enforce policies on JavaVM classes.
KeyNote is a simple and flexible trust-management system for Internet applications [40] . It binds credentials directly to authorizations, not principals, to perform specific tasks. A credential is combined with a policy description and is signed by trusted parties. KeyNote uses a special language for the security policy and credential. The language is concise, highly expressive, and English-like, and thus easy to read and write. A compliance checker uses the local policy and signed credentials in making access decisions. It is efficient enough for high-performance and real-time applications. KeyNote's special policy language cannot express all possible policies. KeyNote does not handle policy enforcement. Applications need to implement enforcement mechanisms by themselves when using KeyNote. SANTS, an active network security system discussed in Section VI-C, uses KeyNote for its policy language and policy evaluation.
B. Security Support by Operating Systems
The research in Section VI-A tries to introduce dynamic policies at the application level. Application-level security services must build on a solid foundation of underlying secure operating systems [4] . The operating systems must provide security services, including enforcement, to applications. The underlying operating systems are responsible for protecting applicationspace mechanisms against tampering, bypassing, and spoofing attacks. If there is no such support from the operating systems, system-wide vulnerabilities would result. The increases in networking and distributed mobile computing make the security support of operating systems even more crucial.
The operating systems should provide a trusted computing base and mandatory security enforcement. Most of the current microkernel-based research operating systems support primitive protection mechanisms. These mechanisms are not adequate for application-needed security support with a high degree of flexibility and assurance [41] . For example, Exokernel uses hierarchically-named capabilities to support flexible security for applications [42] . The hierarchically-named capabilities more closely resemble a generalization of the UNIX user and group ID concepts than traditional capabilities. The hierarchy provides fine-grained access control and allows mutually distrustful applications to share resources using newly created capabilities dominated by the existing ones. The Exokernel-based AMP system [43] , an active node operating system, uses hierarchically-named capabilities to protect the NodeOS resources.
In order to work toward the goal of providing better operating systems support for application security, the Flask microkernelbased operating system is developed with the support of flexible security policies [44] . Flask is derived from the DTOS architecture [45] , and it can support richer security policies, especially dynamic security policies. The policies are on the object level and are enforced in operating system space. Similar to DTOS, the Flask security architecture separates policy decision making from policy decision enforcing in order to achieve policy flexibility. A security policy server is responsible for making access control decisions. A security framework in the microkernel, which includes object managers, is responsible for enforcing the access control decisions. This enforcement mechanism is similar to a reference monitor in traditional operating systems and can be generalized beyond the microkernel architecture.
Object managers of the Flask system retrieve security policy information from a policy server. The security policy is consulted for each access. The security framework in the microkernel has an access decision caching mechanism for performance optimization. The framework can also register object managers so that the managers can receive security change notifications from the security policy server. This registration facilitates the policy revocation. The object managers are responsible for implementing control enforcement and policy revocations.
The policy decision-making subsystem of the Flask system does not include administrative API and other policy-dependent components. The high-level security policies and policy configuration tools are not provided. The Flask system does not em-ploy flexible active networking principles for its security policies. It can provide an operating system base for our secure node architecture.
C. Active Network Security
It is difficult and complicated to retrofit security into the Internet infrastructure [46] . The active network research community considers security as an important part of the initial design. The Active Network Security Working Group [17] of the active networks research community has been instrumental in publicizing and highlighting the importance of security in active networks. The group emphasizes the importance of incorporating security into the initial design stage of the active network architecture itself. Current security related research in this field can be classified into two general categories. The first category deals with the more traditional notion of security, which includes authentication, access control, policies, and enforcement. The Security Working Group has launched some important exploratory research in this direction. SANTS, discussed later in this section, is a concrete system in the first category. The second category is mostly about the protection of nodes from mobile code originating in foreign domains and the protection of active packets or code from malicious hosts. The SwitchWare research project [7] raises some of the issues associated with these protections. In addition it also provides a bootstrapping module that ensures that the system con'ures itself correctly at startup or reboot time. The protection from mobile code is provided by using a type-safe, resource limited, functional programming language with dynamic type verification. Mobile code can install protocols at nodes securely by using the extensibility features provided by the language. Naccio [39] , mentioned in Section VI-A, also belongs to this category. The high-level application-specified policies limit the capability of Java mobile code and thus provide the necessary protection to a mobile code execution host. On the other hand, the available active networking functionalities can be used to enhance the overall network management and survivability [47] .
Secure ANTS (SANTS) was developed to provide security to ANTS [48] . It divides the active packet into two parts: a static part and a variable part. The static part does not change at each active node, and the variable part may be changed by the active nodes. The static part is protected by the signature of the sender, and the variable part is protected by hop-hop protection. The active executable code itself is assumed to be static. SANTS uses X.509v3 certificates as principal credentials. These credentials are stored in DNS CERT records and protected by DNSSEC security features [49] . SANTS uses the Java Cryptographic Extensions (JCE) package as the security provider to apply and check cryptographic protections, including encryption and decryption. It uses Java KeyStore as the key management system, and KeyNote [40] as the policy language and the policy evaluator.
The authorization control of active code loading in SANTS is provided by the permission objects and protection domains of the Java 2 Security Architecture. SANTS implements its own class loader. When an active packet is loaded, the class loader creates a protection domain for the packet with a permission object. The permission object contains the credentials associated with the active packet. The permission object consults the KeyNote policy evaluation engine for access decisions. The active packet may carry a list of credentials for identification in different domains. The credential contains some hint of information for the location of the DNS CERT records. The enforcement components are placed in the NodeOS layer. Accesses to the security functions are through the NodeOS API. SANTS makes some modifications to the current NodeOS API to support its own security processing. However, it does not have a generic security NodeOS API for all of the security needs of active networks.
D. Formal Analysis
Formal analysis and validation of security policy are important for high security assurance. There is a lot of ongoing research in this area. Some representative research is presented here.
Schneider [50] proposes a formal characterization of a special class of security policies, enforceable security policies, using execution-monitoring (EM) mechanisms. The EM mechanisms monitor system execution and stop it when the security policy they enforce is about to be violated. EM mechanisms can be security kernels, reference monitors, firewalls, and other operating system and hardware-based enforcement mechanisms. EM mechanisms do not include mechanisms that modify programs or analyze programs prior to execution. An enforceable security policy is specified by giving a predicate on a set of target system executions. Security automata, similar to ordinary nondeterministic finite-state automata, are used to specify the class of enforceable security policies. Furthermore the security automata can serve as the basis for enforcement mechanisms in execution monitoring.
Black et al. use specification-based mutation analysis to generate test cases to verify a software implementation of a formal model [51] . The mutation [52] produces a slight variation on the model of specification. A model checker, which is the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) model checker in Black's approach, generates counterexamples that distinguish the variations from the original specification. The counterexamples are then turned into a set of test cases. In this approach, both the generation of test cases and the identification of equivalent mutant programs are automatic. A new reduction method for the model checker is introduced to make the generation of test cases feasible from complex high-level software specifications. Furthermore a specification-based coverage metric is defined to evaluate formally the automatically generated test cases.
Maude is a high-performance executable reflective language and system for formal modeling and analysis. It supports both equational and rewriting logic specification and programming for a wide range of applications [53] . Maude also supports rewriting logic computation. Rewriting logic is a logic of concurrent change that can naturally deal with states and with concurrent computations. Rewriting logic is also a metalogic in which many other logics can be naturally represented and executed. Furthermore Maude supports logical reflection in a systematic and efficient manner. This makes Maude extensible and powerful. Maude has been used to create executable environments for different logics, theorem provers, languages, and models of computation in various application examples. In particular, Maude has been successfully applied to some communication protocols of active networks for verification [54] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the design and implementation of securing the node of an active network. The secure node architecture includes an active node operating system security API, an active security guardian, and quality of protection (QoP) provisions. It is based on active network principles and provides authentication, authorization, integrity, dynamic access control, and quality of protection for active applications. The architecture supports highly customized and situational policies created by users and applications dynamically. It permits active nodes to satisfy the application-specific dynamic security and protection requirements. The research in this paper complements the current active network research and augments its functionality.
The flexibility and expressibility afforded by this implementation of the secure node enable us to implement a multitude of diverse, innovative and exciting applications. These applications exploit the active networking paradigm without compromising the security of the infrastructure. The integration of the secure node architecture into a current active network system demonstrates that it can provide a fundamental base for securing active networks and supporting application-specific dynamic security services and policies.
